
Optimize Operational Efficiency 
with Blancco's Configuration Tool 
for Drive Eraser 

Automate 

• Securely erase HDDs, SSDs, 
and NVMes, including hidden 
sectors, with a single automated 
process from start to finish. 

• Plug-and-play system requires 
zero user interaction after the 
process is initiated. 

• Take advantage of direct access 
to the ISO to make configuration 
changes; no interfacing with 
Blancco required. 

• Choose from automatic, semi-
automatic and manual user 
interaction options. 

• Securely track erased assets 
from one location to the next 
with our Asset Report and 
fingerprint features. 

• Add unlimited custom fields 
to meet your organization’s 
specific requirements. 

• Automatically send erasure 
reports to the cloud or hosted 
on-premise management 
console for compliance. 

Standardize Operations 
and Deployment 

• Customize ISO files to your 
security settings, goals and 
requirements.

• Standardize data erasure 
globally by creating, 
customizing and saving a 
master ISO file that can be 
distributed to other sites. 

• Streamline data erasure 
regardless of operating 
system or manufacturer.

• Deploy the ISO online or 
offline via CD, USB, PXE  
or MSI.

Provide an Audit Trail 
of Compliance 

• Select from 25+ overwriting 
standards, including NIST and 
DoD. 

• Certify every erasure with a 
tamper-proof report that’s 
automatically created and 
saved at the end of the 
erasure process. 

• Customize reporting to 
your specific policies and 
requirements. 

• Automate and standardize 
the data erasure reporting 
process across all your 
locations. 

• Automatically detect SSDs 
and use our patented process 
to ensure secure erasure.

• Create custom reporting 
views in the BMC to easily 
filter through specific 
configured values.

Blancco Drive Eraser ensures complete sanitization of data on HDDs, SSDs and servers through a 
globally-certified and recommended process. Every instance of Blancco Drive Eraser comes with the 
ability to customize this solution based on your organization’s specific requirements through direct 
access to your ISO. Included with Blancco Drive Eraser (at no additional cost), enterprises and IT asset 
disposition vendors can now customize as many ISOs as they desire, with the ability to create different 
templates based on use cases, locations and business needs. 

Automate Erasure 
Processes

Increase Efficiency Prove Compliance++
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No longer must organizations get permission to customize their erasure software; Blancco gives you the keys to our 
Drive Eraser solution. You’ll have full-access to modify it to your organization’s specific security settings, goals and 
requirements—with the ability to automate and standardize your erasure processes across an unlimited number of 
locations and uses. 

Deploying ISOs to Techs at Different Locations 
Although the software comes plug and play, you can minimize human error and standardize global processes by 
configuring the ISO to your organization’s operational and security requirements. To deploy your ISO customizations 
across various locations, you can create a master ISO using our configuration tool. Once configured, the master ISO can 
be distributed to erasure sites across the country or globally. Once the process has been initiated in these locations, it 
can be completely automated from start to finish. Little to no training is required, and the result is mitigating risk of human 
error, while maintaining a high level of operational efficiency. 

Ensure Complete Data Sanitization in Every Instance
Our 3rd-party verified HDD and patented SSD erasure software gives organizations the ability to securely erase a wide 
variety of drives, including PCIe and NVMes. In addition, Blancco Drive Eraser ISO offers the following options and 
benefits: 

• Preserve recovery partitions

• Set up automated erasure report backups 

• Choose to enable automated and user-interacted hardware tests for PCs and laptops 

• Set failure threshold numbers for failed and/or remapped sectors of drives that cannot be overwritten 

• Access and overwrite manufacturer hidden areas of drives and erase remapped sectors as needed

 Why Blancco? 
As the de facto global standard in certified data erasure, Blancco has been tested, certified, approved or recommended 
by 15+ national and international governing bodies. No other security firm can boast this level of compliance with the 
most rigorous requirements set by government agencies, legal authorities and independent testing laboratories.

For more information about Blancco Technology Group, please visit our website at www.blancco.com.
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